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Abstract
Although impaired auditory–phonological processing is the most popular explanation of developmental dyslexia (DD), the
literature shows that the combination of several causes rather than a single factor contributes to DD. Functioning of the visual
magnocellular–dorsal (MD) pathway, which plays a key role in motion perception, is a much debated, but heavily suspected
factor contributing to DD. Here, we employ a comprehensive approach that incorporates all the accepted methods required to
test the relationship between the MD pathway dysfunction and DD. The results of 4 experiments show that (1) Motion
perception is impaired in children with dyslexia in comparison both with age-match and with reading-level controls; (2) pre-
reading visualmotion perception—independently from auditory–phonological skill—predicts future reading development, and
(3) targeted MD trainings—not involving any auditory–phonological stimulation—leads to improved reading skill in children
and adults with DD. Our findings demonstrate, for the first time, a causal relationship between MD deficits and DD, virtually
closing a 30-year long debate. Since MD dysfunction can be diagnosed much earlier than reading and language disorders, our
findings pave the way for low resource-intensive, early prevention programs that could drastically reduce the incidence of DD.
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Introduction
Developmental dyslexia (DD) is themost commonneurodevelop-
mental disorder (representing 80% of all specific learning disor-
ders) and is characterized by severe difficulties in learning to
read despite normal intelligence and adequate instruction
(American Psychiatric Association 2013). DD leads to a severe
cost to society, hampering the higher education of about 10% of
children across cultures (Shaywitz et al. 2004).

Although learning to read involves multiple linguistic, visual,
and attentional processes, the dominant view is that DD is an

impairment in phonological awareness [see Snowling (2001),
Goswami (2003), Shaywitz et al. (2004), Vellutino et al. (2004),
Ziegler and Goswami (2005), Gabrieli (2009), Peterson and Pen-
nington (2012) for reviews]. Phonological awareness refers to abil-
ities in perceiving andmanipulating the sounds of spoken words
(Mattingly 1972), and involves not only discriminating speech
sounds (Tallal 1980; Goswami et al. 2002; Hornickel and Kraus
2013), but also explicitly acting upon them (Castles and Coltheart
2004; Boets et al. 2013). The dominant hypothesis is that deficits
in phonological awareness impair the ability to map speech
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sounds onto their homologous visual letters (i.e., grapheme–
phoneme integration), preventing the attainment of fluent read-
ing (Vellutino et al. 2004).

A key question is whether deficits in phonological awareness
are the sole cause of DD. While the relevance of phonological
awareness deficits should not be minimized, as many suggest
that they are casual to DD (Bradley and Bryant 1983; Snowling
2001; Goswami 2003; Vellutino et al. 2004; Ziegler and Goswami
2005; Peterson and Pennington 2012) and they are correlated
with poor input tuning into the regions mediating grapheme–
phoneme integration (Blau et al. 2009; Dehaene et al. 2010;
Clark et al. 2014; Myers et al. 2014; Krafnick et al. 2014; Thiebaut
de Schotten et al. 2014; see for a recent review, Dehaene et al.
2015), there is substantial evidence that other factors are also in-
volved in DD. In fact, multiple neurocognitive domains, such as
auditory sensory processing (Tallal 1980; Goswami et al. 2002;
Hornickel and Kraus 2013), multisensory selective attention
(e.g., Hari and Renvall 2001; Visser et al. 2004; Bosse et al. 2007;
Roach and Hogben 2007; Facoetti, Corradi, et al. 2010; Facoetti,
Trussardi, et al. 2010; Lallier et al. 2010; Ruffino et al. 2010, 2014;
Franceschini et al. 2012, 2013; Zorzi et al. 2012; Ronconi et al.
2014), and motion perception, specifically processed by the mag-
nocellular–dorsal (MD) stream (e.g., Galaburda and Livingstone
1993; Stein and Talcott 1999; Tallal 2004; Kevan and Pammer
2008, 2009; Menghini et al. 2010; Boets et al. 2011; Gori, Cecchini,
et al. 2014; Gori et al. 2015), have beenwidely recognized as corre-
lates of DD [see Walsh (1995), Stein and Walsh (1997), Tallal
(2004), Boden and Giaschi (2007), Laycock and Crewther (2008),
Vidyasagar and Pammer (2010), Facoetti (2012), Gori and Facoetti
(2014, 2015), Norton et al. (2015) for reviews]. This supports the
view that DD is amultifactorial disorder characterized by a num-
ber of deficits that, in combination, lead to the resulting reading
impairment (e.g., Menghini et al. 2010). Consequently, the search
for a “unique DD deficit” is likely inadequate to explaining this
complex neurodevelopmental disorder (Pennington 2006).

The MD pathway deficit theory is a popular model of DD that
suggests that mild dysfunctions in visual motion processing are
related to DD (Stein andWalsh 1997; Vidyasagar 1999; Boden and
Giaschi 2007; Vidyasagar and Pammer 2010; Facoetti 2012; Gori
and Facoetti 2014, 2015). However, after 30 years of scientific re-
search characterized by intense debate around the causal rela-
tionship between the MD deficits and DD, this visual theory
remains controversial [e.g., Amitay et al. 2002; Sperling et al.
2005, 2006; Olulade et al. 2013; see Goswami (2015) for a recent
review].

The MD theory of DD stems from the observation that a high
percentage of reading disabled children are impaired in tasks re-
lated to the function of visualMDpathway (Stein andWalsh 1997;
Livingstone et al. 1991; Vidyasagar 1999; Boden and Giaschi 2007;
Vidyasagar and Pammer 2010; Facoetti 2012; Gori and Facoetti
2014, 2015; Stein 2014). The MD pathway originates in the gan-
glion cells of the retina, passes through the M-layer of the lateral
geniculate nucleus, and finally reaches the occipital and parietal
cortices (Maunsell andNewsome 1987). TheMD stream is consid-
ered to be color-blind, and responds well to luminance contrast,
low spatial frequencies, high temporal frequencies, and both real
and illusory motion (e.g., Livingstone and Hubel 1987; Morrone
et al. 2000; Gori and Hamburger 2006; Gori and Yazdanbakhsh
2008; Gori et al. 2010, 2011; Ruzzoli et al. 2011; Yazdanbakhsh
and Gori 2011; Gori, Agrillo, et al. 2014; Agrillo et al. 2015).

Much of the evidence supporting the MD deficit theory of DD
is related to research on perception of coherent dotmotion [CDM;
e.g., Cornelissen et al. 1995; Talcott et al. 2000, 2002, 2013; Boets
et al. 2011; see Stein (2001, 2014) for reviews], which heavily relies

upon processing within the MD pathway (Newsome and Paré
1988). While motion perception is just a single function of the
MD pathway, it is the most accepted proxy of MD functioning
(e.g., Talcott et al. 2000, 2013; Sperling et al. 2006; Kevan and
Pammer 2009; Boets et al. 2011; Olulade et al. 2013). Consistent
with the MD deficit theory of DD, individuals with DD and pre-
readers at risk for DD showpoor performance on CDM tasks com-
paredwith typically reading controls (Eden et al. 1996; Kevan and
Pammer 2008; Boets et al. 2011), while performing similarly to the
controls on tasks, such as those involving color and form (Meri-
gan andMaunsell 1993), preferentially associatedwith the parvo-
cellular–ventral (PV) pathway (Kevan and Pammer 2009; Gori
et al. 2014). It has been reported that up to 75% of dyslexic indivi-
duals show visual MD processing deficits (Lovegrove et al. 1986).
Moreover, a postmortem study showed that magnocellular neu-
rons of the lateral geniculate nucleus were significantly smaller
in individuals with DD than those of normal readers, whereas
the parvocellular neurons did not differ between the 2 groups
(Livingstone et al. 1991). This finding was recently buttressed by
the first in vivo MRI study (Giraldo-Chica et al. 2015), showing a
smaller lateral geniculate nucleus volume in a larger sample of
individuals with DD comparedwith controls. Recently, Gori, Cec-
chini, et al. (2014) and Gori et al. (2015) demonstrated that chil-
dren with DD showed lower performance in tasks related to
visual illusions that are thought to rely upon the MD pathway
(i.e., the spatial frequency doubling illusion; Kelly 1966, the rotat-
ing-tilted-lines illusion, and the accordion grating illusion, Gori
and Hamburger 2006; Gori and Yazdanbakhsh 2008; Gori et al.
2010, 2011, 2013; Yazdanbakhsh and Gori 2011) in comparison
with both age and IQ-matched controls and also with reading-
level (RL) controls (e.g., younger typically developed children
reading at the same level as the DD group). Gori et al. (2015)
also reported an association between a genetic variance (the
DCDC2-Intron 2 deletion) and MD deficits in both individuals
with DD and typical readers. This was confirmed by a replication
study employing differentMDmeasures (Cecchini et al. 2015) and
is consistent with the DCDC2-Intron 2 deletion being a known
genetic risk factor for DD (e.g., Meng et al. 2005; Marino et al.
2011, 2012, 2014; Mascheretti et al. 2013; Riva et al. 2015). Interest-
ingly, the MD deficit in individuals with DD was found also in
logographic languages such as Chinese (e.g., Zhao et al. 2014).
Furthermore, several neuroimaging studies indicate the involve-
ment of MD pathway regions (e.g., inferior parietal cortex) in
reading (e.g., Cohen et al. 2008; see for reviews, Richlan et al.
2009; Richlan 2012).

However, some studies failed to confirm differences in high
temporal, low spatial frequency stimulus perception, which are
thought to rely upon MD processing, between individuals with
DD and controls [e.g., Victor et al. 1993; Johannes et al. 1996;
Williams et al. 2003; see Schulte-Körne and Bruder (2010) for a re-
view]. Although there exists a substantial body of evidence that
suggests a relationship between MD processing and DD (Stein
2012), the main criticism of MD deficit theory of DD is that MD
deficits may not be causal to DD and, instead, could be a conse-
quence of lack of reading experience (Olulade et al. 2013; Goswa-
mi 2015) since children with DD read far less than their peers
(Cunningham and Stanovich 1997).

In the present study, we employ multiple accepted metrics to
establish a causal relationship between MD function and DD
(Goswami 2015). These are (1) comparison with RL controls; (2)
a prospective, longitudinal approach where MD function is mea-
sured in pre-readers and its predictability with future reading de-
velopment is investigated; and (3) remediation studies, in which
MD processes are specifically trained and the subsequent effect
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on reading is measured. If MD deficit is truly a cause of DD, it is
expected that an MD training, even that not involving any con-
comitant phonological and/or grapheme–phoneme integration,
can improve reading abilities in DD (Gori and Facoetti 2014).
Here, for the first time, we employ a comprehensive approach in-
corporating all these methods to test the relationship between
the MD pathway dysfunction (as assessed by performance on
CDM tasks) and DD.

Experiment 1: Visual Motion Perception in
Children with Dyslexia and RL Controls
Materials and Methods

Participants
Visual motion perception was investigated in 15 children diag-
nosed with DD (American Psychiatric Association 2013; mean
age = 11.13 years, SD = 0.74, mean full IQ = 102.73, SD = 7.12). Chil-
dren with DD were recruited from clinical databases of the Child
Psychopathology Unit of the Scientific Institute “E. Medea” (Bosi-
sio Parini, Lecco, Italy), and were diagnosed by professional clin-
icians according to the following criteria: normal full IQ (≥85),
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, absence of attention def-
icit disorder with hyperactivity or other neurological disorder,
and reading performance (errors and/or speed) at least 2 SDs
below the age-standardized norm in word, pseudo-words, or
text reading. The 2 control groups with typical reading abilities,
recruited from 3 schools inMantova (Italy), comprised 18 chrono-
logical-age (CA)-matched children (mean age = 10.78 years,
SD = 1.43) and 13 RL-matched children (mean age = 8.46 years,
SD = 1.56, significantly different from the DD group age,
t(26) = 5.91, P < 0.001). RL children were matched to the DD group
for reading abilities,measuredbyan inefficiency index calculated
as a ratio between word reading speed (seconds) and accuracy
(rate). The mean inefficiency index did not differ between the
DD group and the RL group (t(26) = 0.48, P = 0.63; Table 1).

Informed written consent was obtained for each child from
their parents and the ethic committee of the University of
Padua approved the research protocol. The entire investigation
process was conducted according to the principles expressed in
the Declaration of Helsinki.

Apparatus, Stimuli, and Procedure.
CDM task. Participantswere asked to discriminate the direction of
dot movement (upward, downward, left, or right; chance level =
0.25), and only response accuracy was collected. There were
4 levels of coherence, randomly intermixed (10%, 20%, 30%, and
40%). The experimental session consisted of 80 trials (20 trials
for each coherence level). The CDM display duration was
300 ms. Participants were seated in a dimly lit room in front of
a 15-in. CRTmonitor placed at aviewing distance of 57 cm (screen
resolution 1024 × 768/60 Hz, with 0.3 mm of pixel size). The fix-
ation point was a red dot in the center of the screen. After

500 ms, white dots, subtending a visual angle of 0.08°, appeared
on a black background. Dots were contained in a circle of 13° of
diameter and their number was approximately 10 deg−2 at each
frame (duration = 16.7 ms). The dots density remained constant
throughout the trial using the Shadlen–Movshon algorithm
with limited lifetime of 3 frames (Britten et al. 1992; Pilly and
Seitz 2009). Dots speed was 7 °/s. The procedure was similar to
the one adopted by Ronconi et al. (2012).

Data Analysis
Accuracy rates were analyzed with a 4 × 3 mixed-design analysis
of variance (ANOVA), with coherence (4 levels: 10%, 20%, 30%, and
40%) as a within-subjects factor and group (DD, CA, and RL) as a
between-subjects factor.

Results

We found a main effect of coherence (F3,129 = 75.82, P < 0.0001).
The group main effect was also significant (F2,40 = 6.87, P = .003),
showing that the childrenwith DDdiffered not only fromCA con-
trols, but also from the RL controls (Fig. 1).

Experiment 2: Pre-Reading Visual Motion
Perception in Future Children with Reading
Disorders
Materials and Methods

Participants
Seventy-two 5-year-old children, attending the last year of 6 kin-
dergartens in Northern Italy, took part in the present prospective,

Table 1 Chronological age and reading abilities of participants in Experiment 1

Dyslexics (n = 15)
Mean (SD)

Chronological-age
controls (n = 18)
Mean (SD)

Reading-level
controls (n = 13)
Mean (SD)

Chronological age (years) 11.13 (0.74) 10.78 (1.43) 8.46 (1.56)
Word reading speed and accuracy mean (age-standardized z-score) −4.07 (2.56) 0.48 (0.53) 0.04 (0.42)
Word reading inefficiency (speed/accuracy) 258 (119) 73 (8) 234 (186)

Figure 1. CDM accuracy in dyslexics (n = 15), reading-level (n = 13), and

chronological-age controls (n = 18).
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longitudinal study. In the Italian school system, formal reading
instruction starts in grade 1. Consequently, Italian preschoolers
are also pre-readers. We excluded from a larger sample the few
children who were able to read at the kindergarten stage and
those with an attention–deficit hyperactivity disorder. All chil-
dren were native Italian speakers without any documented his-
tory of brain damage, hearing, or visual deficits. The verbal IQ
level was estimated through the standard score in the Similar-
ities subtest of the WPPSI scale (Wechsler 2002). Phonological
awareness (errors in a syllabic segmentation task; Marotta et al.
2004) and visuo-attentional processing (errors and time in a vis-
ual search task; Franceschini et al. 2012) were also measured in
kindergarten (T1). We examined the CDM (Britten et al. 1992;
Pilly and Seitz 2009; Ronconi et al. 2012) performance in pre-read-
er children in T1. The development of reading skills in grade 1
was measured across the next year of compulsory schooling
(T2). Each child was assigned to the poor reader group if her/his
z-score for averaged speed and accuracy text reading (Sartori
et al. 1995) was below −1.5 SDs. All children who did not meet
the criterion for inclusion in the poor reader (n = 12) group were
assigned to the typical reader (n = 60) group (Table 2).

Informed written consent was obtained for each child from
their parents and the ethic committee of the University of
Padua approved the research protocol.

Apparatus, Stimuli, and Procedure
CDM task. The same CDM task described in Experiment 1 was
employed.

Data Analysis
Pre-reading CDM performance was analyzed by a mixed-design
ANOVA with 4 (motion coherence levels: 10%, 20%, 30%, and
40%) as a within-subjects factor and group by 2 (groups: typical
readers and poor readers) as a between-subjects factor. A linear
regression analysis on the entire sample was applied.

Results

Themain effects ofmotion coherence (F1,70 = 17.15, P < 0.0001) and
group (F1,70 = 9.14, P = 0.003) were significant, with overall accuracy
in motion discrimination that was decreased for the poor reader
relative to the typical reader group (mean = 31.4%, SD = 19.05 vs.
mean = 50% SD = 22.46). A significant “motion coherence” by
“group” interaction (F3,210 = 6.94, P = 0.0002; Fig. 2) was found.

Complementing our a priori group classification in poor or
typical readers, a linear regression analysis on the entire sample
shows that pre-reading MD functioning captures future text
reading skills in T2 after controlling for age and verbal IQ
(ANOVA F3,71 = 2.96, P = 0.038; r2-change = 0.103, F change(1,68) =
7.889, P = 0.006). The unique variance explained by the pre-read-
ingMD functioning controlling also for the syllabic segmentation
task remains unchanged (r2-change = 0.102, F change(1,67) =
7.812, P = 0.007).

Experiment 3: Visual Motion Perception and
Reading Skills After Action Video Games
Training in Children with DD
Materials and Methods

Participants
Participants were 11 children with DD (mean age = 11.02 years,
SD = 1.26, range 9.9–12.9 years). Children with DD were recruited
from clinical databases of the “APprendo” clinical center (Padova,
Italy) and were diagnosed by professional clinicians according to
the criteria described above for Experiment 1. In addition, inex-
periencewith action video games (AVG) was requested to partici-
pate in the study. Information about video game experience was
collected in interviews of parents during pre-informative brief-
ings before the experimental treatment. All children participated
in both non-action video game (NAVG) and AVG treatment in 2
different phases (within-subject experimental design) and did
not know the aim of the different treatments.

Informed written consent was obtained for each child from
their parents and the ethic committee of the University of
Padua approved the research protocol.

Apparatus, Stimuli, and Procedure

Video Game Trainings
The video game procedure for AVG and NAVG was exactly the
same as used by Franceschini et al. (2013). Participants were
tested 3–5 days before (Baseline: T1) the start of NAVG treatment

Table 2 Chronological age, verbal IQ, phonological awareness, and serial visual search abilities at pre-reading stage (T1) in future (T2) typical
readers and poor readers in Experiment 2

Typical readers (n = 60)
Mean (SD)

Poor readers (n = 12)
Mean (SD)

t (and P) value
df = 70

Chronological age (months) 71.18 (3.41) 71.17 (3.97) 0.15 (0.99)
Verbal IQ (standard point) 12.63 (2.79) 11.25 (2.7) 1.58 (0.12)
Syllabic segmentation (errors/15 items) 1.02 (1.9) 3.64 (4.99) −3.09 (0.003)
Visual search (errors/25 targets) 3.27 (3.19) 6 (5.71) −2.33 (0.02)
Visual search (s) 93.03 (30.37) 122.60 (38.75) −2.94 (0.004)

Figure 2.CDMaccuracy at pre-reading stage (T1) in future poor and typical readers

(T2).
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and re-tested between 1 and 3 days after the end of the NAVG (T2)
and AVG treatments (T3) in several tasks described below.

Pre- and Post-Training Tasks
Word text reading. Reading speed and errors in age-standardized
prose passages from the Italian clinical test (Sartori et al. 1995)
were used to measure natural-context reading. The mean be-
tween speed and accuracy z-scores was used to control reading
speed–accuracy tradeoff effect.

Pseudo-words reading. Phonological decoding ability was mea-
sured using 3 different experimental texts of 46 pseudo-words
(100 syllables; Franceschini et al. 2013), counterbalanced in
T1, T2, and T3. Speed and accuracy were analyzed using an inef-
ficiency index (time/accuracy) to control reading speed–accuracy
tradeoff effect.

Phonological pseudo-word repetition. Forty pseudo-words (2–5 sylla-
bles; Bertelli and Bilancia 2006) were presented to children via
headphones. Children had to repeat the single pseudo-word
just presented. Pseudo-word repetition accuracy was measured.

CDM task. The exact same CDM task described in Experiments 1
and 2 was employed except for the 30% of coherence level that
was not used here.

Illusory motion task. We tested illusory motion perception by em-
ploying the rotating-tilted-lines Illusion (Gori and Hamburger
2006). The rotating-tilted-lines Illusion represents an appropriate
candidate for testing the functioning of this visual pathwayand it
has served already as a tool for this aim by Gori et al. (2015). Indi-
vidual curves, representing the performance at the illusory effect
task, in which the observers had to report if rotation was per-
ceived, were fitted by a logistic function for each group. The
upper bound was set at 1 and the lower bound at y0 = 0, where
y = 0 means that the illusory rotation was never perceived, and
y = 1 that it was always perceived. The only free parameters of
the functionwere b (the function slope) and t (the 50% threshold).
The resulting logistic function (Gori et al. 2008; Giora and Gori
2010; Gori and Spillmann 2010; Ronconi et al. 2012) is:

y ¼ 1=1þ e� b × ðx� tÞ: ð1Þ

In this equation, x represents the percentage of contrast incre-
ment between the rotating-tilted-lines illusion and the back-
ground, and y the relative response frequency.

The rotating-tilted-lines illusion is the simplest pattern able
to trigger illusory rotation in the presence of only radial expan-
sion motion on the retina. Illusory motion perception is pro-
cessed by the V5/MT complex, which is a core, neural station of
the MD pathway. Visual stimuli were presented in the center of
the computer screen. The experiment was carried out in a
dimly lit (luminance of 1.5 cd/m2) and quiet room. Participants
were seated 40 cm away from the screen. The fixation point con-
sisted of a black dot displayed at the center of the screen (0.1°).
The stimuli were movies where the rotating-tilted-lines illusion
at a given contrast contracted and expanded continuously on
the screen varying in diameter size in the range of 12.7–14.6°
with a speed of 5.33 mm/s. Eleven Michelson contrast values
(with a 1% step between each other), ranging from 0% to 10% be-
tween rotating-tilted-lines illusion and the background, were
used. Before the experiment started, children were familiarized
with a 98% contrast rotating-tilted-lines illusion and with an

isoluminant colored versionwatching these patterns contracting
and expanding on the screen. All children reported to see rotation
motion in the high contrast rotating-tilted-lines illusion and no
rotation but only expansion in the isoluminant version. During
the experiment, the children performed 2 tasks in the presence
of the same stimuli: a detection task and an illusory effect task.
For the detection task, in each trial, the children were exposed
to 1 of the 10 movies differing in contrast. The participants
were required to perform a Yes/No task: He/she had to report if
the circle of lines was present or not. Each movie was presented
5 times in a random order. The aim was to obtain a contrast de-
tection threshold in the same condition of the illusory effect task.
For the illusory effect task, in each trial, participants were ex-
posed to 1 of the 10movies differing in contrast. The participant’s
task was a Yes/No task: He/she had to say if rotation was per-
ceived or not. Participants viewed the stimuli binocularlywithout
time constraints. Eachmoviewas presented 5 times, in a random
order.

PV task. The stimuli used in this task were circular isoluminant
gratings (7.4°, 40cd/m2) characterized by high spatial frequency
(1.4 cycles/deg). The grating was oriented in 1 of 4 possible de-
grees of rotation (i.e., 40°, 85°, 130°, and 175°; chance level = 0.25).
Five levels of colored random isoluminant noise were superim-
posed to the stimulus ranging from0 (absence of noise) to 4 (max-
imum level of noise). This task presents all the characteristics to
tap the PV pathway functionality (Kaplan and Shapley 1986) and
has served alreadyas a tool for this aimbyGori et al. (2015). Visual
stimuli were presented in the center of the computer screen. The
experimentwas carried out in a dimly lit (luminance of 1.5 cd/m2)
and quiet room. Participants were seated 40 cm away from the
screen. The fixation point consisted of a cross displayed at the
center of the screen (0.5°). Participants viewed each stimulus bin-
ocularly. Each trial began with the fixation mark. Participants
were instructed to keep their eyes on the fixation mark through-
out the duration of the trial. After 500 ms, the stimulus was dis-
played for 102 ms. Participants were instructed to identify the
grating orientation among 4 possible degrees of rotation dis-
played on the screen until the response was given. Each partici-
pant was instructed to use all the time he/she needed to
identify the target as accurately as possible, and no feedback
was provided. The experimental session consisted of 40 trials
(4 directions × 5 noise levels × 2 repetitions).

Data Analysis
To evaluate the effect of video game training on reading abilities,
text reading z-score (average of speed and accuracy) and pseudo-
word reading inefficiency (speed/accuracy) index score were
analyzed with a one-way ANOVAwith time (T1, T2, and T3) as a
within-subject factor. To evaluate the effect of video game train-
ing on short-term phonological memory, we performed an one-
way ANOVA on pseudo-word repetition accuracy with time (T1,
T2, and T3) as a within-subject factor. We also calculated a stan-
dardized index including text reading, pseudo-word reading,
and pseudo-word repetition to measure the amount of lan-
guage-related learning triggered by the 2 video game trainings.
To evaluate the effect of video game training on MD pathway
functionality, a time (T1, T2, and T3) by coherence (10%, 20%,
and 40%) ANOVA was performed on CDM accuracy. Moreover, a
time (T1, T2, and T3) by noise (5 levels of noise) ANOVAwas per-
formed on the PV task accuracy. For all the ANOVAs, planned
comparisons (paired sample t-tests) were used to explore main
effects and interactions. Paired sample t-tests were then used
to compare thresholds in the rotating-tilted-lines Illusion. To
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measure the improvement in the video game abilities of the
2 training methods, the dyslexic group was evaluated before ses-
sion 3 and 9 (before day 3 many children did not reach a game
recordable score) on a single mini-game (“Rabbids Just Want to
Have Fun” for the AVG and “Bunnies Don’t Understand Bowling”
for the NAVG training). The z-scores from the video game scores
were calculated and analyzed with a repeated-measures ANOVA,
in which the 2 within-subject factors were time (performance
recorded each of the day of treatment) and type of training
(AVG and NAVG).

Results

One-way ANOVA on text reading z-score (average of speed and
accuracy) with time (T1, T2, and T3) as a within-subject factor
showed the main effect of time (F2, 20 = 3.536, P = 0.048). Paired
sample t-test showed that improvement in reading abilities
was significant after AVG (T1 vs. T3: t(10) =−2.589, P = .027; T2 vs.
T3: t(10) = −3.017, P = 0.013) but not after NAVG training (T1 vs.
T2: t(10) =−0.041, P = 0.69; Fig. 3A).

The one-way ANOVA on pseudo-word reading inefficiency
index (speed/accuracy)with time (T1, T2, andT3) as awithin-sub-
ject factor showed a main effect of time (F2, 20 = 3.989, P = 0.035).
Again, paired sample t-test showed that improvement in

phonological decoding abilities was significant after AVG (T1 vs.
T3: t(10) = 2.559, P = 0.028; T2 vs. T3: t(10) = 2.391, P = 0.038) but not
after NAVG training (T1 vs. T2: t(10) = 0.917, P = 0.381; Fig. 3B; see
Table 3 for details in reading changes). An one-way ANOVA on
pseudo-word repetition accuracy with time (T1, T2, and T3) as a
within-subject factor showed that the main effect approached
the significance (F2,20 = 3.379, P = 0.054). Paired sample t-test
showed that improvements in phonological abilities were signifi-
cant after AVG (T1 vs. T3: t(10) =−2.385, P = 0.019; T2 vs. T3: t(10) =
−1.883, P = 0.044) but not after NAVG training (T1 vs. T2: t(10) =
−0.635, P = 0.27; Fig. 3C). The standardized index language-related
learning including text reading, pseudo-word reading, and pseu-
do-word repetitionwas analyzed. Language-related learning was
not significantly different from zero after NAVG training (T2–T1
learning = 0.19 and SD = 0.5, t(10) = 1.261, P = 0.24), whereas it was
significantly different from zero after AVG training (T3–T1
learning = 0.67 and SD = 0.45, t(10) = 4.906) as well as T3–T2
(learning = 0.48 and SD = 0.38; t(10) = 4.174, P = 0.002 and 0.001).

The ANOVA on CDM accuracy showed a main effects for co-
herence (F2,20 = 120.6, P < 0.0001) and time (F1,10 = 7.1, P = 0.024);
paired sample t-test showed that improvement in CDM perform-
ance was significant after AVG (T1 vs. T3: t(10) =−2.665, P = 0.024;
T2 vs. T3: t(10) = −2.289, P = 0.045), but not after NAVG training
(T1 vs. T2: t(10) = 0.077, P = 0.941; Fig. 3D).

Figure 3. Performance at baseline (T1), post-NAVG (T2) and post-AVG training (T3) in: (A) word text reading ability (z-score); (B) pseudo-word reading ability inefficiency

(time/accuracy); (C) pseudo-word repetition accuracy; and (D) CDM accuracy. Error bars denote the standard error of the mean. Asterisks indicate a significant difference

with P < 0.05.
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On the other hand, the ANOVA on the PV task accuracy
showed only a significant main effect for noise level (F4,40 = 55.18,
P < 0.0001), without a main effect of time (F < 1) nor an significant
interaction (F < 1). PV task accuracy did not significantly change
across the 3 times of training (mean accuracies: T1 = 0.70 and
SD = 0.10, T2 = 0.71 and SD = 0.11, and T3 = 0.69 and SD = 0.10).

The specificity of the MD pathway is confirmed by the results
of the illusory motion perception task. All 11 children with dys-
lexia reached the 100% of detection for the stimulus at 1%Michel-
son’s contrast at each time point (T1, T2, and T3), showing that
the contrast detection in this specific condition was not im-
paired. However, the 50% mean threshold for the illusory effect
task was decreased only after AVG training (T2 = 5.27% and SD =
3.089 and T3 = 3.79%, SD = 2.535; paired sample t-test, t(10) = 1.997,
P = 0.038). An ANOVA on time (performance recorded each day of
treatment) and type of training (AVG and NAVG) showed signifi-
cantmain effects both for time (F1,10 = 185.74, P < 0.0001) and type
of training (F1,10 = 44.09, P < 0.0001), without an interaction (F < 1).
Paired sample t-tests revealed a significant improvement (i.e.,
mean z-score for day 3 vs. 9) in both AVG (from 0.62 SD = 0.11 to
−1.3 SD = 0.26; t(10) = 6.54, P < 0.0001) and NAVG players (from 1.6
SD = 0.23 to −0.57 SD = 0.1; t(10) = 8.05, P < 0.0001).

Experiment 4: Reading Skills After MD
Perceptual Learning Training in Adults
with Dyslexia
Materials and Methods

Participants
Twenty-nine adult students (mean age = 22, age range 20–28
years), selected from a larger sample of about 300 students in
the University of Padua, participated to a newly developed per-
ceptual learning remediation approach (Sotiropoulos et al. 2011;
Gori and Facoetti 2014) based on an adaptive version of the CDM
task designed to train the MD pathway (Seitz et al. 2006). Partici-
pants received course credit for their participation. Eighteen stu-
dentswere diagnosedwithDD (American Psychiatric Association
2013) according to the criteria described above for Experiments 1
and 3. They were randomly assigned to 3 different training
groups (no-training, active-training, or MD-training). Their word
text reading disabilities (Judica and De Luca 2005) measured be-
fore the training did not differ significantly (no-training: z-score
mean =−2.424, SD = 0.986; active-training: z-scoremean =−2.301,
SD = 0.849; MD-training: z-score mean = −1.985, SD = 0.369; inde-
pendent sample t-test all Ps > 0.314). The active-training control
group (DD-Active) played card games on a personal computer
for the same amount of time of the MD-training group. The
other 11 participants were typical readers andwere randomly as-
signed to the no-training and MD-training group. Phonological

processing (i.e., phoneme blending task) in dyslexics of the MD-
training group was significantly impaired relative to the control
participants (independent sample t(15) =−2.22, P = 0.021), but not
relative to the no-training or the active-training dyslexic groups
(all Ps > 0.13).

Informed written consent was obtained for each participant
and the ethic committee of the University of Padua approved
the research protocol.

Apparatus, Stimuli, and Procedure

MD Trainings
Task-relevant and -irrelevant perceptual learning were used for
the training. The only information of a direct comparison be-
tween the effectiveness of task-relevant and -irrelevant percep-
tual learning is about acoustic learning, and the results showed
that they are both effective at the same level (Seitz et al. 2010).
The duration of each training was 7.5 h, and the order of the 2
training was counterbalanced among participants.

Task-relevant perceptual learning training. The task was to decide
which of the 2 displays in sequence contained coherent motion.
The 2 displays were identical to that described for the pre- and
post-test, but in one display the dots were moving all randomly,
while in the other coherence level was controlled with a 3-down/
1-up staircase with a step-size of 95% of the current coherence
level. The participant’s task was to indicate by pressing a key
which of the 2 displays contains motion. The interval between
the 2 displays was 500 ms. Each session lasted 45 min for 800
trials.

Task-irrelevant perceptual learning training. Here, we used the pro-
cedure of Seitz and Watanabe (2003, 2009) in which learning is
found for motion stimuli paired with targets of a rapid serial vis-
ual presentation task (Seitz andWatanabe 2003). In these training
sessions, participants were asked to perform a foveal rapid serial
visual presentation character identification task to find a 2 target
numbers among 6 letter distractors.

For each participant, 1 of the 8 possible motion directions was
always paired with the target (numbers), whereas the other mo-
tion directions were randomly associated with the distractors
(letters). Each training session contained 400 trials of the rapid
serial visual presentation task and lasted 45 min. In these train-
ing sessions, participants were asked to perform a foveal rapid
serial visual presentation character identification task to find a
2 target numbers among 6 letter distractors. Letter and number
stimuli subtended 0.75° of visual angle. At the end of the trial
(after 8 characters), subjects had to type, in order of presentation,
the identity of the 2 numeric targets inside 4000 ms. No feedback
was given. Each character in a sequence was presented for

Table 3 Word text and pseudo-word reading skills (speed and accuracy) at 3 times of training: baseline (T1), post-NAVG (T2), and post-AVG
training (T3)

Baseline (T1)
Mean (SD)

Post-NAVG (T2)
Mean (SD)

Post-AVG (T3)
Mean (SD)

Word text reading average of speed and accuracy (age-standardized z-score) −1.84 (0.9) −1.74 (1.02) −1.35 (0.81)
Word text reading speed (age-standardized z-score) −1.80 (0.5) −1.48 (0.67) −1.26 (0.66)
Word text reading accuracy (age-standardized z-score) −1.87 (1.66) −1.99 (2.22) −1.45 (1.97)
Pseudo-word reading inefficiency (time/accuracy) 0.94 (0.15) 0.90 (0.14) 0.83 (0.11)
Pseudo-word reading speed (s) 85.14 (11.55) 80.2 (17.69) 73.86 (16.99)
Pseudo-word reading accuracy (errors) 9.09 (7.03) 10.91 (13.19) 11.18 (14.28)
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300 ms with 200 ms interval between consecutive characters. In
the periphery, an annulus of moving dots with the same charac-
teristics of the one used in the pre- and post-training was pre-
sented with 5% of coherence motion that changed for every
character presented in the rapid serial visual presentation task.
For each participant, 1 of the 8 possible motion directions was al-
ways pairedwith the target (numbers), whereas the othermotion
directions were randomly associated with the distractors (let-
ters). Each training session contained 400 trials of the rapid serial
visual presentation task and lasted 45 min. The contrast between
the characters and the background changed in function of the
participant’s performance due to an adaptive staircase.

Pre- and Post-Training Tasks
CDM test. Participants were asked to discriminate the direction of
dot movement (8 directions). There were 2 levels of coherence,
randomly intermixed (5% and 10%). Participants were seated in
a dimly lit room in front of a 17-in. CRTmonitor placed at a view-
ing distance of 40 cm (screen resolution 1024 × 768/80 Hz, with
0.3 mm of pixel size). The fixation point was a red dot in the cen-
ter of the screen. After 500 ms, white dots, subtending a visual
angle of 0.06° appeared on a black background. Dots were con-
tained in a circle of 12.84° of diameter, and their density re-
mained constant throughout the trial and was 16.7 dots per
deg2/s. For each set, the probability that a dot moved in a specific
direction as opposed to randomly is given by the coherence
value. Dots speed was 12 °/s. The CDM display duration was
400 ms and each dot has a lifetime of 3 frames (105). The experi-
mental session consisted of 576 trials (288 trials for both coher-
ence levels and 72 for each of direction).

Word text reading task. Reading speed and errors in age-standar-
dized prose passages from the Italian clinical test (Judica and De
Luca 2005) were used to measure natural-context reading. The
mean between speed and accuracy z-scores was used to control
reading speed–accuracy tradeoff effect. Two different tests were
used before (T1) and after (T2) the training to control for test–retest
effect. To control for possible differences in the difficulty of the 2
reading tests, we considered as a baseline the difference in per-
formance (T2–T1) of participants in the no-training groups.

Peripheral target perception task. The peripheral target perception
task measured the ability of detecting a target in the peripheral
vision (e.g., Ronconi, Gori, Ruffino, Molteni, et al. 2013; Ronconi
et al. forthcoming) The experiment was conducted in a quiet
and dimly lit room. Participants were seated 40 cm from an LCD
screen (17 inch, 75 Hz). All stimuli weremiddle gray, displayedona
black background. The fixation point consisted of a cross (0.5°) pre-
sented in the center of the screen. The target stimulus was a dot of
0.5° which could appear at 1 of the 2 possible distances from the fix-
ation point on the horizontal axis (i.e., 2° and 12°). The target was
randomly presented in the left and in the right visual hemifield. Par-
ticipants were instructed to keep their eyes on the fixation point
throughout the duration of the trial. Each trial started with the
onset of the fixation point. After 20, 50, or 500 ms (interstimulus
interval, ISI), the target was displayed for 20 ms. Participants were
instructed to press the spacebar on the keyboard as fast as possible
at the target onset, and the computer recorded reaction times. Re-
sponseswere recordedwithin 2 s from the stimulus onset. If any re-
sponse was given, participants were advised with an 800-Hz sound
played for 500ms. Catch trials, in which the stimulus was not pre-
sentedand theparticipant didnothave to respond,were intermixed
with response trials. The experimental session consisted of

54 randomized trials (8 repetitions for each ISI and eccentricity,
and 6 catch trials).

Temporal attention task. The temporal attention taskmeasured the
ability of rapidly engages the attentional resources on a target be-
fore the appearance of a distractor (e.g., Facoetti et al. 2008; Ruffi-
no et al. 2010; Dispaldro et al. 2013; Ronconi et al. 2013). The
experimental environment was the same as described above
for the peripheral visual perception task. Each trial began with
the onset of the fixation mark (0.5°, 600 ms of duration) on a
blue background. Participants were instructed to keep their eyes
on the fixation mark throughout the duration of the trial. Two
conditions, a “baseline” and a “masked” condition, were random-
ly presented to each participant. In the baseline condition, a sin-
gle target (low spatial frequency circular grating filtered with a
low-pass filter; diameter = 6.8°) was displayed for a duration of
100 ms. The target flickered at 60 Hz and was oriented in 4 pos-
sible orientations. The target was composed by black and white
bands gradually soften, and a grayscale random-level noise was
added to avoid a ceiling effect. In the baseline condition, after
the target offset there was a 500-ms blank screen. In the masked
condition, a mask composed by 4 circles (6.8°) positioned in the
upper-right, upper-left, lower-right, and lower-left positions rela-
tive to the targetwasdisplayed for 500 ms. Participantswere asked
to indicate the perceived target orientation among the 4 possibil-
ities (chance level = 0.25). Only response accuracy was collected
and no feedback was provided. The entire experimental session
consisted of 48 trials (i.e., 24 for baseline and 24 for masked
condition).

Data Analysis
Text reading abilities were evaluated with a 3 × 2 mixed-design
ANOVA with the group (DD–MD, DD-Active, and Control-MD) as
a between-subjects factor and time (pre- and post-training) as a
within-subjects factor.

To measure the training-induced improvements in the per-
ipheral target perception task, we performed a 2 × 3 × 2 mixed-
design ANOVA on mean reaction times. The within-subject
factors were: time (pre- and post-training), ISI (20, 50, and
500 ms), and eccentricity (2° and 12°). The between-subjects
factor was the training group (active-training vs. MD-training)
of adults with DD.

To measure the training-induced improvements in the tem-
poral attention task, we used an index in which the target accur-
acy difference between the baseline and the masked condition
was calculated in T1 (pre-trainings) and T2 (post- trainings). In-
dependent and paired sample t-tests were then used to compare
performance of the difference training groups of individuals
with DD.

To determine the predictive relationships between visuo-
attentional and reading improvements, we performed a one-
step, multiple regression analysis. The dependent variable was
the word text reading improvements, and the predictors were
visuo-attentional improvements.

Results

ANOVA on text reading ability revealed a significant group by
time interaction (F2,15 = 6.964, P = 0.007). After training, a dramatic
increase inword text reading (+1.45 z-score, average of speed and
accuracy) was found only in the MD-training group (DD–MD vs.
DD-Active-training, t(10) = 4.656, P = 0.001; DD–MD vs. Control-
MD, t(10) = 6.446, P = 0.0001; Control-MD vs. DD-Active-training,
t(10) = 1.703, P = 0.119; see Table 4 for details and Fig. 4A).
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Peripheral Target Perception Task
A repeated-measures ANOVA on mean reaction times was per-
formed. The ANOVA revealed main effects of time (F1,10 = 15.73,
P = 0.003) and eccentricity (F1,10 = 16.95, P = 0.002). A significant
“time” by “eccentricity” by “group” interaction emerged (F1,10 =
5.062, P = 0.048), revealing that only peripheral target perception
(12°) was accelerated in theMD-training dyslexics group between
T1 and T2 (paired sample t(5) = 5.78, P = 0.002) andwith greater ex-
tent relative to the active-training dyslexics group (independent
sample t(10) = 2.71, P = 0.022; Fig. 4B).

Temporal Attention Task
To measure the training-induced improvement in temporal at-
tention, we used an index inwhich the target accuracy difference
between the baseline and the masked condition was calculated
in T1 (pre-trainings) and T2 (post-trainings). We found that the
T1–T2 improvement in the DD–MD-training group differed
significantly relative to those found in the active-training group
(independent sample t-test: t(10) =−1.81, P = 0.033), and that tem-
poral attention index (baseline-masking condition) was signifi-
cantly improved from T1 to T2 only in the DD–MD-training
group (paired sample t-test: t(5) = −1.88, P = 0.03; active-training
group = P > 0.05; Fig. 4C).

The improvements in peripheral target perception and tem-
poral attention (i.e., visuo-attentional improvements) correlated
with those in word text reading skills on the entire sample of
trained adults with dyslexia (n = 12; r(12) = 0.656, P = 0.021 and
r(12) = 0.729, P = 0.007, respectively; Fig. 4B,C). We performed a
one-step, multiple regression analysis. The visuo-attentional

enhancements accounted for 63% of the variance of reading
improvement (F2,9 = 7.53, P = 0.012).

Discussion
The causal role of theMD pathway deficit in DD is at the center of
one of the most relevant debates in the last 30 years of neurosci-
ence literature [e.g., Lovegrove et al. 1980; Livingstone et al. 1991;
Victor et al. 1993; Olulade et al. 2013; see Goswami (2015) for a re-
cent review]. Although the association between amildMD deficit
and DD has been consistently observed [see Walsh (1995), Stein
and Walsh (1997), Vidyasagar (1999), Hari and Renvall (2001),
Boden and Giaschi (2007), Laycock and Crewther (2008),
Schulte-Körne and Bruder (2010), Vidyasagar and Pammer
(2010), Stein (2012, 2014), Gori and Facoetti (2014, 2015), Goswami
(2015) for reviews], the lack of studies employing causal experi-
mental designs led to debate regarding the relationship
between MD processing deficits and reading disorders (Goswami
2015).

In Experiment 1, we found a motion perception deficit in an
unselected sample of children with DD both in comparison
with age-matched and with younger typically reading children.
These results strongly point in the direction of the causal role
of MD pathway deficits in dyslexia. Motion is a primary feature
processed by the MD pathway. Since the RL control group pre-
sents the same reading abilities of the DD group, these results
could be the first step in research aimed at delineating the causal
factors in reading difficulties. Consequently, these findings can
rule out that the MD deficit is caused by poor reading skills

Table 4 Word text reading improvements (T2–T1) for averaged speed/accuracy, speed, and accuracy in each trained group

Reading improvements after treatments (T2–T1): z-scores (SD)

Dyslexics treated with
MD training
Mean (SD)

Dyslexics treated
with active training
Mean (SD)

Control group
with MD training
Mean (SD)

Word text reading mean between speed and accuracy 1.451 (0.637) 0.028 (0.391) −0.256 (0.119)
Word text reading speed 2.095 (0.788) 0.721 (0.883) −0.675 (0.491)
Word test reading accuracy 0.806 (0.958) −0.663 (1.134) 0.162 (0.363)

Note: Values are expressed in age-standardized z-scores.

DD–MD: dyslexics that underwent MD training; DD-Active: dyslexics that underwent a control active training; Control-MD: normal readers that underwent MD training

Figure 4. (A) Reading improvement after the MD and active-trainings in the adults with (DD) and without (C) dyslexia. Error bars denote the standard error of the mean.

Correlations between reading and peripheral target detection improvements (B), and between reading and temporal attention improvements (C) in trained adults with

dyslexia (n = 12).
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(Goswami 2015). However, experimental designs using prospect-
ive-longitudinal and training studies are necessary to clearly
establish a causal link between the MD deficit and DD.

Thus, in Experiment 2, we demonstrated that future poor
readers were already impaired in motion processing at the
pre-reading stage, showing reduced benefit from an increasing
dot motion coherence level in comparison with future typical
readers. These findings confirm that pre-readers at risk for
DD and future poor readers are less sensitive than typically
reading controls to motion displays (Kevan and Pammer 2008;
Boets et al. 2011). Moreover, our findings provide powerful evi-
dence that MD functioning in preschoolers predicts future read-
ing acquisition independently from phonological awareness,
according to a multifactorial probabilistic model for the etiology
of DD (e.g., Pennington 2006; Menghini et al. 2010).

In Experiment 3, we found that both visual motion perception
and reading skills were specifically improved after AVG training
in children with DD. However, children similarly improved their
video game abilities during the 2 video game treatments, indicat-
ing similar engagement for the 2 kinds of video games (AVG and
NAVG). AVGs share an extraordinary speed in terms of transient
events and moving objects, a high degree of perceptual and
motor load, and an emphasis on peripheral processing. All
these visual characteristics are processed by theMD stream; con-
sequently, the AVG treatment is mainly tapping into the MD
pathway.

In addition, we found significant improvement in auditory–
phonological abilities after AVG treatment, showing how MD
functioning and attentional improvements can also affect
phonological skills. These data confirmed the cross- and multi-
sensory effects of the AVG training (Green et al. 2010; Franceschi-
ni et al. 2013). It is important to note that in our study, we tested
specifically the visual modality. However, we did not demon-
strate that the causal relationship betweenMD and reading is ex-
clusively related to visual mechanism. The theory, known as the
temporal processing hypothesis, is the multisensory (i.e., visual
and auditory) version of the MD theory of DD, and suggests that
children with DD have specific deficits in processing rapidly pre-
sented or brief sensory stimuli in either the visual or auditory
modalities [see Farmer and Klein (1995) and Hari and Renvall
(2001) for reviews]. Chiefly, the MD temporal hypothesis explicit-
ly claims that phonological decoding deficits in individuals with
DD could arise from impairments in sensory processing of visual
and auditory dynamic stimuli (e.g., Witton et al. 1998; Facoetti,
Trussardi, et al. 2010; Facoetti, Corradi, et al. 2010; Vidyasagar
2013). Future studies about the role of the auditory MD pathway
and reading seem to be necessary in order to call for a causal
link between them.

Since CDM and PV tasks both presented signals embedded
in noise, our findings that only CDM performance improved
after AVG training rule out the possibility that improvement
in the CDM task could be simply explained by improved noise
exclusion mechanisms (Sperling et al. 2005, 2006). The specific
effect of AVG training on the MD pathway is confirmed also by
improved illusory motion perception which is an accepted
proxy of the MD functionality that is not related to perceptual
noise exclusion (Gori et al. 2015). These results not only
expand on previous findings, but also indicate that the under-
lying neural substrate of the AVG training may be the MD
pathway.

Although the AVG training presents important advantages to
the development of specific trainings for DD, because of the
appealing task that encourages compliance, on the other hand,
the complicated task involved in the commercial video game

makes it difficult to isolate the core mechanisms of how
this type of training impacts DD. Consequently, a training
that is based on a task known to rely upon the MD pathway is
necessary to further establish a causal role of the MD deficit
in DD.

In Experiment 4, we demonstrated that training of the MD
pathway based on a CDM perceptual learning procedure drastic-
ally improved the reading skills in adults with DD. Thus, im-
provements in the MD pathway functioning directly translate to
better reading skills. Interestingly, the MD pathway training also
increased both peripheral visual perception and temporal mech-
anism of visual attention. Moreover, the training-induced per-
ceptual and attentional changes explained a large quote of
variance of the reading performance gain of the individuals
with DD.

Our study is based on Italian language: A shallow language in
comparison with other languages such English. One may argue
that our results could not be easily generalized to other lan-
guages because of the high level of transparency of Italian. In
transparent languages, it is possible that the phonological deficit
could be less relevant for DD in comparison with more opaque
ones. However, there are solid reasons why the difference in
the deepness among languages cannot be crucial for the general-
ization of our results (Gori and Facoetti 2013). To clarify that we
would like to specify that the cognitive mechanisms controlled
by the MD pathway precede the orthographic-to-phonological
mapping (e.g., Pammer et al. 2004, 2005, 2006). Reading depends
on accurate visual analysis of the stimulus prior to the complex
integration of orthographic and phonological information. The
MD pathway provides amechanism for the early selection of fea-
tures in space (e.g., Vidyasagar 1998). According to Vidyasagar
(1998), the MD pathway identifies and selects relevant regions
in space to be then passed onto the ventral pathway. In other
words, the MD pathway guides the ventral pathway. Thus, a def-
icit the MD pathway function can have a cascade effect on all the
successive cognitive processes. An MD deficit is a peripheral
deficit by definition and the dyslexia characterized by peripheral
deficits is often found irrespectively of different degrees of
language deepness. Importantly, several studies demonstrated
that the core phonological decoding deficit in individuals with
DD in different languages could partially arise from impairments
in dynamic sensory processing of visual and auditory stimuli
(e.g., Witton et al. 1998; Hari and Renvall 2001; Geiger et al.
2008; Facoetti, Trussardi, et al. 2010; Vidyasagar and Pammer
2010; Stein 2012, 2014; Gori et al. 2015). Given this it is likely
that a training of MD will be beneficial to individuals with DD re-
gardless the DD subtypes and the deepness of the language.

In summary, our findings, consistently across methods,
demonstrate a causal role of the MD pathway deficit in DD. This
comprehensive multimethod approach provides important
evidence to the long-lasting debate about theMD theory.We sug-
gest that the unsuccessful search for a single cause for DDmakes
the identification of other causes than phonological awareness
of utmost importance to the development of more efficient
remediation and prevention programs. The fact that the MD
deficits can be tested in pre-readers (even at the infant level)
paves the way for more effective DD remediation and prevention
programs.
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